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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method of making waistbands for pants and other 
garments wherein a series of waistband panels are 
joined together in end-to-end relationship to form a 
continuous series of waistband panels, a continuous 
band of facing material is fed into abutting relation 
ship with one edge of the series of panels and is con_ 
tinuously rocaped to the series of panels. The panels 
are marked and belt loop material is fed in a continu 
ous strip toward the panels, cut to proper length, the 
lengths are crimped and folded at their ends and sewn 
to the panels in positions corresponding to the 
markings. Labels are sewn to the facing material at 
positions corresponding to the ends of the panels, 
sales tickets are basted to waistband panels, the panels 
are separated and the facing material is cut at posi 
tions adjacent the ends of the waistband panels al 
ternately with a straight cut extending across the fac 
ing material and with a Y-shaped cut to remove a por 
tion of the facing material. ' 

15 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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SYSTEM OF MAKING WAISTBANDS WITH 
CRIMPED BELT LOOPS, LABELS AND TICKETS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This application is a continuation-in-part of applica 
tion Ser. No. 851,986, ?led Aug. 21, 1969 entitled “ 
Method of Making waistbands”, now US. Pat. No. 
3,562,817 issued Feb. 16,1971. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In the manufacture of waistbands for pants and 
similar garments, the pant leg, belt loops, and the outer 
waistband panel for a single pant leg assembly usually 
are cut from the same portion of material so that the 
various garment parts of the assembled pant leg and its 
mating pant leg will be color coordinated. Care must be 
taken in the handling and connection of the garment 
parts to assure that the proper belt loops and waistband 
panels are attached to the correct pant leg, and various 
procedural steps have been developed for organizing 
and handling the garment parts as they pass through 
their necessary procedures of cutting, folding, and sew 
ing. 

In the manufacture of waistbands it has been custo 
mary to assemble the various waistband components 
individually and by hand; that is, while sewing 
machines are utilized to actually form the stitches in 
the assembling process, many of the steps of place 
ment, handling, folding and cutting of the garment 
parts have been done by hand. Of course, the hand as 
sembly method requires a large number of machine 
operators and garment piece handlers, which is expen 
sive and complicates the color coordinating of the gar 
ment parts. In a typical process the waistband panels 
which form the exterior portion of the waistbands of 
pants are individually attached to a continuous band of 
waistband facing material with a rocap seam. The 
waistband panels are usually alternately arranged in 
abutting and in overlapping relationship with respect to 
each other when attached to the facing material, so that 
vwhen the facing material is cut to form individual 
waistband sections, alternate ones of the waistband 
panels extend beyond the ends of the waistband facing 
material in the portion thereof which ultimately forms 
the outer ?ap of the ?y of the pants, so that the 
waistband panel can be folded behind the facing 
material without creating a large bulk of material in this 
area. This procedure requires the operator to fold back 
a predetermined length of waistband panel material of 
alternate ones of waistband panels when forming the 
rocap seam, and to insert the following waistband 
panels between the layers of the continuous facing 
material and the folded back portion of the waistband 
panels. The labels and belt loops must be individually 
handled and attached to the continuous facing material 
and waistband panels, and the sales tickets are usually 
attached to the waistband when the entire garment has 
been completed. 

After the various items have been attached to the 
waistband sections, the sections must be cutaway from 
one another by cutting through the continuous facing 
material at the ends of the waistband panels, and the in 
dividual waistband sections must then be stacked in 
proper order for attachment to the corresponding pant 
legs. 
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2 
In a high speed garment fabricating process, these 

and the various other manual handling procedures are 
onerous, cumbersome, and the operators frequently 
make mistakes that result in faulty garment parts, 
which if discovered and discarded destroy the color 
coordination procedures, or if not discovered result in 
an imperfect garment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Brie?y described, the present invention comprises a 
method of making waistbands ‘for pants or the like, 
which comprises joining waistband panels in end-to 
end relationship and attaching the facing, labels, belt 
loops and sales tickets to the panels while in their 
joined relationship, and subsequently cutting the facing 
material and separating the waistband panels from each 
other. The belt loops are‘crimped adjacent their ends 
and the lower ends are folded over and cemented to the 
main portion of the belt loop. The upper crimped end is 
sewn to the waistband panel and the crimp forms a 
natural fold in the belt loop when the belt loop is folded 
down for attachment at its lower end to the waistband 
panel. In order to create an overlying relationship 
between the waistband panel and its attached facing 
material in alternate ones of the waistband sections, the 
facing material is cut with a straight line out across its 
length at‘ alternate ends of the waistband panels and is 
cut with a Y-shaped cut at the other alternate ‘ends of 
the waistband panels to remove the facing material in 
the vicinity of the outer ?y portion of the waistband. 

Thus, it is an object of this invention to provide a‘ 
method of making waistband for pants or similargar 
ments which is‘fully automated, requires virtually no 
manual steps, reduces the frequency of imperfect gar 
ment production, increases the speed of garment 
production, and produces uniform garment parts. 

Other objects, features and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent upon reading the fol 
lowing speci?cation, when taken into conjunction with 
the accompanying drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of a 
waistband section, with portions thereof folded back 
for clarity. 

FIG. 2 is a progressive schematic illustration of the 
method of making waistbands. 

FIGS. 3, 4, and 5 are progressive schematic illustra 
tions of the method of cutting, crimping, folding and 
cement the belt loops. ’ 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now in more detail to the drawing, in 
which like numerals indicate like parts throughout the 
several views, FIG. 1 shows a waistband 10 for pants or 
similar garments, which comprises an outer waistband 
panel 11 and the inner facing 12. Inner facing 12 com 
prises two basic sheets of material, inner sheet 14 and 
stiffening sheet 15. Inner sheet 14 is arranged so that it 
normally is placed adjacent the body of the wearer, 
while stiffening sheet 15 is placed outwardly of the 
wearer from inner sheet 14, between inner sheet 14 and 
waistband panel 11. The lower edge of stiffening sheet 
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15 is received in a U-shaped fold of tape 16. Inner sheet 
14 is lap-folded at 18 in the vicinity of the upper edges 
of U-shaped tape 16, and both upper edge 19 and lower 
edge 20 of inner sheet 14 are folded inwardly adjacent 
stiffening sheet 15. Stiffening sheet 15, the upper edges 
of U-shaped tape 16, lower edge 20 of inner sheet 14 
and the lap-fold 18 of inner sheet 14 are all sewn 
together by seam 21 which holds the lower portions of 
the sheets of inner facing 12 together. 
Outer waistband panel 11 is inserted between the 

upper edges of stiffening sheet 15 and inner sheet 14 
and these panels are sewn together by seam 22. This 
seam is called a rocap, and outer waistband panel 11 is 
folded over the upper protruding edge of stiffening 
sheet v15. Belt loops 24 are sewn to outer waistband 
panel 11, labels are sewn to the inside surface of inner 
facing 12, and sales tickets are sewn to outer waistband 
panel 11 between the belt loops, in a manner described 
more fully hereinafter. 
Outer waistband panels 11 are cut from the same 

mass of material from which the pant legs and belt 
loops are cut, and as is shown in FIG. 2, are passed in 
an orderly manner through a predetermined path 25 
for processing into assembled waistband sections. The 
individual waistband panels 11' are marked at 26 by 
marking pins 28 with a clear ink that is visible under ul 
traviolet light. Marks 26 are placed at spaced intervals 
along the lengths of waistband panels 11 which cor 
respond to the ultimate placement of the belt loops 24. 

Waistband panels 1 1 are further moved through path 
25 and sewn together in an end-to-end relationship by 
sewing machine 29. As the waistband panels 11 are 
further processed, inner facing material 12 is received 
from a roll or similar supply 30 and guided into 
abutting relationship with one edge of the series of 
waistband panels 11. The ?aps of inner facing 12 are 
spread and the continuous edge of the waistband panels 
11 is inserted between the ?aps. Sewingmachine 31 
sews inner facing 12 to waistband panels 11 with a 
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rocap seam which forms .a continuous supply of 
> waistband sections. I 

Seam feeling mechanism 32 engages waistband 
panels 11 with feeler 34 as the waistband panels pass 
along path 25. When a seam 35 formed by sewing 
machine 29 is detected by feeler 34, a label 36 is passed 
from a supply of labels 37 into position adjacent inner 
facing 12, and sewing machine 38 sews label 36 onto 
inner facing 12. The arrangement is such that label 36 
is- positioned in a location which is spaced from the 
position of the detected seam 35, and one label is ap 
plied to inner facing 12 for. every other waistband panel 
11. - 

As the continuous supply of waistband sections 
proceeds further along‘path 25, an ultraviolet light 40 
illuminates the marks 26 previously applied by marking 
devices 28, and detector 41 detects the marks and 
functions to apply belt loops 24 to the waistband panels 
11. Belt loops 24 are formed by connecting belt loop 
panels 42 in end-to-end relationship by sewing machine 
44, feeding the belt loop panels continuously about a 
stiffening tape 45, and sewing the belt'loop panels 
about the tape with sewing machine 46.v The continu 
ous supply of belt loop material 48 is fed toward path 
25 through which the continuous series of waistbands 
are being passed. Feeler device 47 detects the slight 
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4 
break in continuity in the length of the belt loop materi 
al 48 to determine the ends of the belt loop'panels 42, ‘ 
causing cutting mechanism 49 to cut the continuous 
supply of belt loop material 48 at the 'ends of the belt 
loop panels. As the supply of belt loop material 48 con 
tinues toward path 25, it passes beneath crimping 

, blades 50 and 51 and cutting blade 52. As is illustrated 
in FIGS. 3-5, cutting blade 52 functions to cut the belt 
loop material 48 in the proper lengths to form the belt 
loops 24, and crimping blades 50 and 51 function to 
form a crimp at the ends of the adjacent belt loops. Ad 
hesive 53 is applied to the lower end of each belt loop 
at its crimp bythe application of adhesive through con 
duit 54 to crimp blade 51. The adhesive is wiped from 
the crimp blade onto the belt loop. When crimp blade 
51 is withdrawn from the belt loop,clamp element 55 is 
moved from the position illustrated in FIG. 3 to the 
position illustrated in FIG. 4 to squeeze or press the 
crimped end of the belt loop closed to form a fold in the 
belt loop. The squeezing or pressing of the end of the 
belt loop in this manner causes the adhesive 53 to hold 
the fold in the belt loop. Crimping blades 50 and 51 and 
cutting blade 52 are moved toward and away from 
female die 56 and clamp element 55 moves laterally 
within the die to perform its folding or squeezing func 
tion. 
As belt loop 24 is moved further toward path 25 and 

applied to the continuous waistband material, sewing 
machine 60 sews the crimped unfolded end or upper 
end of the belt loop to the, waistband panel 11. This 
crimping, folding and sewing function is repeated each 
time detector 41 senses the presence of a mark 26 on 
the waistband panels 11. 
The crimp 70 formed in the upper end portion 71 of 

each belt loop is spaced from the fold 72 in the belt 
loop at an equal distance in each belt loop, so that 
when the belt loop is applied to the waistband panel, it 
will tend to fold at its crimp, and the lower end of the 
belt loop will then be disposed at a prescribed distance 
from the upper end thereof. Thus, each belt loop will 
be formed with a uniform length and'will include a cen 
tral body portion 74, crimped end 71, folded end 75 
and adhesive 53 applied between folded end 75 and 
central body portion 74, and the subsequent operation 
of tacking the lower folded end of the belt loop to the 
waistband panel will be greatly simplified. Further 
more, since the initial sewing of the upper inner end of 
the belt loop to the waistband panel is done automati 
cally, all of the belt loops will be uniformly located on 
the waistband panel. 
To assist in ‘ the crimping function, the crimping 

blades 50 and 51 can be heated if desired to assure that 
a definite crimp is created in the belt loop. 
As the continuous series of waistband sections move 

further along path 25, tickets 57 are applied to the 
waistband panels 11, and sewing machine 58 functions 

‘to form a loose stitch or basting stitch through the 
tickets and the waistband panels. Tickets 57 are sales 
tickets fabricated of paste board, paper or similar 
material, and the garment size style and other identify 
ing information‘ is applied'to the tickets. The basting 
stitch formed by, sewing machine 58 allowslthetickets 
to be easily stripped from the garment by the 
purchaser. 
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As the continuous series of waistband sections move 
further along path 25, cutting devices 61 and 62 
operate to cut inner facing 12 at locations correspond 
ing to seams 35 of waistband panels 11. Cutting device 
61 operates to cut a straight cut across the length of 
inner facing 12 at each seam 35 and through each seam 
35, while cutting device 62 functions to cut a slanted 
cut in inner facing 12 at alternate ones of seam 35. In 
this manner, straight cuts 64 and Y-shaped cuts 65 are 
formed in inner facing 12 and the waistband sections 
68 are separated from each other. The Y-cut 65 causes 
a piece of material 66 to be removed from alternate 
ones of waistband sections 68. As the waistband sec 
tions 68 continue to pass along path 25, they are 
formed in a stack 69 where they can be transported to 
the vicinity of the pant legs from which waistband 
panels Ill and belt loop panels 42 were originally cut, 
matched together, and formed into pair of pants. 

While marking devices 28 have been illustrated for‘ 
the purposes of applying marks 26 to waistband panels 
11 as the waistband panels pass along path 25, it should 
be understood that marks 26 can be applied to 
waistband panels llll during the initial cutting process 
or between the cutting process and the point where 
waistband panels 11 reach pant 25. Furthermore, while 
marks 26 have been disclosed as being of a ?uorescent 
liquid which is visible only under ultraviolet light, vari 
ous other marks or indicia can be applied. For instance, 
the marks 26 can be notches cut in the edge of 
waistband panels 11, holes, or can be marks detectable 
by other detecting devices. 
Cutting devices 61 and 62 which cut apart waistband 

having a belt loop sections 58 can be controlled by 
seam feeling mechanism 32 or by a similar seam feeling 
mechanism (not shown) which is in closer proximity to 
the location of the cutting devices. Cutting devices 61 
and 62 have been shown as operating to cut alternate 
straight and Y-cuts across the breadth of waistband 
sections 68; however, cutting device 62 can be ar 
ranged to out various different cuts in inner facing 12, 
‘as may be desired. For instance, Y-cut 65 can be 
rectangular cut or any other shaped cut, to properly 
form the ?y fold of the pant. lfa relatively stiff outer fly 
fold is desired, cutting mechanism 62 can be dener 
gized and the entire inner facing 12 can be used in the 
outer ?y fold. On the other hand, if a ?exible outer ?y 
fold is desired in the pant, the cut 65 made by cutting 
device 62 can be of a rectangular shape to remove a 
large amount of inner facing 12 from the vicinity of the 
?y fold. 

While this invention has been described in detail with 
particular reference to preferred embodiments thereof, 
it will be understood that variations and modi?cations 
can be effected within the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion as described hereinbefore and as de?ned in the ap 
pended claims. 

] claim: 

1. In a method of making waistbands or the like, the 
improvement comprising joining a series of waistband 
panels in end-to-end relationship to form a continuous 
strip of waistband panels, rocapping a continuous strip 
of facing material to an edge of the continuous series of 
waistband panels to form a continuous strip of 
waistband sections, crimping the ends of belt loops, and 
attaching one end of each belt loop to the waistband 
panels. 
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2. The method claim 1 and further comprising the 

step of marking each waistband panel at predetermined 
positions, and attaching the belt loops to each 
waistband panel at positions corresponding to the posi 
tions of the marks. - l 

3. The method of claim 1 and further comprising the 
steps of attaching labels to the waistband sections at 
predetermined distances from the connection between 
the waistband panels, and attaching tickets to the 
waistband panels. - 

4. The method of claim 1 and further including the 
step of separating the waistband panels from each other 
in the continuous strip of waistband sections and 
cutting the facing material at alternate ones of the con 
nections between waistband panels with a straight cut 
extending laterally across the length of the facing 
material and cutting away a portion of the facing 
material at the other alternate ones of the connections 
between waistband panels. 

5. A method of forming waistbands or the like com 
prising joining together a series of waistband panels in 
end-to-end relationship, marking the waistband panels, 
crimping the ends of belt loops, attaching one end of 
the belt loops to the waistband panels at positions cor~ 
responding to the location of the marks on the 
waistband panels, and separating the waistband panels, 

6. A method of forming waistbands or the like for 
garments comprising joining a series of waistband 
panels to one another in end-to-end relationship to 
form a series of waistband panels, moving the series of - 
waistband panels through a predetermined path, and 
connecting one end ofbelt loops with crimped ends to 
the waistband panels as the series of waistband panels 
move through the predetermined path. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the step of con~ 
necting belt loops to the waistband panels comprises 
marking the waistband panels, folding one end of the 
belt loops, and connecting the other end of the belt 
loops to the waistband panels at locations correspond» 
ing to the marks. a 

8. The method of claim 6 wherein the step of con 
necting belt loops to the waistband panels comprises 
joining together a series of belt loop panels in end-to 
end relationship, folding and sewing‘ the belt loop 
panels about a strip of stiffening material to form a 
length of belt loop material, feeding the belt loop 
material toward the path of the series of waistband 
panels, severing the length of belt loop material at 
spaced intervals to form individual belt loops, crimping 
one end of the belt loops, folding the other end of the 
belt loops, and sewing the crimped belt loops to the 
waistband panels at spaced intervals along the 
waistband panels. 

9. The method of claim 6 and further comprising the 
steps of feeding a continuous band of facing material 
into abutting relationship with one edge of the series of 
waistband panels, and continuously rocaping the facing 
material to the series of waistband panels. 

10. The method of claim 9 and further comprising 
sensing the ends of the waistband panels and attaching 
labels to the facing material at positions corresponding 
to the locations of the ends of the waistband panels. 

ill. The method of claim 9 and further comprising 
the step of separating the waistband panels from each 
other and cutting the facing material at the ends of the 
waistband panels. 
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12. in a method of making waistbands or the like 
having a belt loop, an improvement comprising crimp 
ing a belt loop at one end, folding the belt loop at its 
other end, and attaching the crimped end of the belt 
loop to a waistband. 

13. The method of claim 12 and wherein the step of 
folding the belt loops at one end comprises applying ad 
hesive to the folded portion of the belt loop. 

14. The method of claim 12 and wherein the step of 
folding the belt loop at one end comprises applying ad 
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hesive to the folded portion of the belt loop and squeez 
ing the fold of the belt loop. 

15. In a method of making waistbands or the like, the 
improvements comprising joining a series of waistband 
panels to one another in end-to-end relationship to 
form a series of waistband panels, moving the series of 
waistband panels through a predetermined path, and 
basting tickets to the waistband panels. 

* * * * * 


